The Sea
Writing Package
THE SEA
PRICING
client consultation
$100
see below for genre-based
pricing
research (nonfiction work)
$75 per hour
draft edits & proofreads
$90 per draft
custom aesthetic vision
board included with
purchase of The Sea (fiction
only)

Introduction
For Muriel Rukeyser, "The universe is made of stories, not of atoms."
This statement - elegant in its simplicity - informs my professional
ethos. Regardless of the nature of what you wish to pursue, I believe that
there is a story behind every choice, every step you took to realize your
vision.
It is my sincerest wish to help you tell that story.
Authenticity is my most significant priority for clients of The Sea. This
package emphasizes curating a creative vision that captures the unique
way in which you see the world. During our consultation, you may
notice my meticulous notetaking in my commitment to telling your
story in a voice that is genuine to you.
As a lifelong writer, I recognize the importance of multiple drafts for
developing a polished piece. Clients of The Sea may trust that I will
regularly communicate as I delve into crafting their content. I sincerely
believe that detailed communication and hands-on collaboration
between writer and client ensures that every sentence of the final piece
will sing.

STRENGTH | DEPTH | POSSIBILITY
THE CORE TENANTS OF THE SEA

This package may suit
you if...

Genres & Prices
Business Content
$300 for website; $250 for publications

Fiction & Nonfiction
$300 - $600 contingent manuscript size

Poetry
$200

Blogs
$250 per article

Editors: You are searching for a dedicated
ghostwriter who commands a diverse array of
writing registers to complete your newest
project with efficiency and an eye for detail.
Writers: A new, exciting idea is calling to you yet
there are certain chapters in your new
manuscript that simply leave you flummoxed.
Or, perhaps verse is not your specialty yet, for
purposes of the plot, a few lines of poetry are
necessary here and there. It would be my honor
to partner with you on your latest creative
endeavor.
Business Owners: Your recent website refurbish
is in need of new written content that appeals to
a range of prospective business partners and
clients.

WHAT'S NEXT?

"[...] and from the hearts of infinite
Pacific's, the thousand mermaids
sing to them--"Come hither,
broken-hearted; here is another
life without the guilt of
intermediate death; here are
wonders supernatural, without
dying for them."
Herman Melville, Moby Dick

Have I spoken to your soul?
Please reach out to me using the
contact form to discuss your
ghostwriting needs.
From there, we will determine the
package that aligns closest with your
creative vision, creating a body of
work with a horizon as limitless as
the sea.
Please visit
msadlerwriting.com/contact

Disclaimer: The Sea is not available to students

